Enclosed in this toolkit are resources to help you and your department be energized throughout the day. Learn how to plan an energized meeting, choose energizing foods, and add movement to your day.
Healthy Department: Energized Meetings

Key Strategies for Planning an Energized Meeting

An unfocused meeting that easily gets off track, runs long, or has unclear goals can sap the energy of those involved. See below for a few strategies that can help your meeting stay focused and keep your colleagues energized.

Prolonged sitting in long meetings does not support good energy for those in attendance.

By incorporating breaks and encouraging more movement and/or standing, you will help maximize attendees’ energy and have a more effective meeting.

Develop Agenda and Circulate

• Plan to tackle high priority items early and circulate the agenda ahead of time so attendees know what to expect. You may also want to ask for feedback from others to ensure important items are not left off the agenda.

• For meetings longer than 1 hour, incorporating a 5 minute physical break (e.g. standing, walking, stretching) can help keep energy and focus high. (See the attached stretching handout for more ideas.)

• Allot each agenda item a “time zone” to help you stay focused and on track. This practice will help you determine if your agenda is too long and will help keep the group focused. If your agenda is too long for the allotted meeting time, add some items to the “parking lot” list to discuss at another time.

• Save time on the agenda to ensure everyone is on the same page and has a clear idea of their action steps.

Establish Roles

• An engaged group of attendees is crucial to holding an Energized Meeting. Suggested Roles:

  Leader— Set and circulate agenda, make decisions on adjustments and progress

  Time Keeper— Stick with allotted time on agenda and notify progress during discussion

  Note Keeper— Don’t forget to share the notes with everyone.

  Energizer— Pay attention to energy level of group, keep discussions focused, encourage movement

• For the most effective and energized meetings, rotate roles for regular meetings to keep things fresh.

Try a Standing Meeting/Encourage Standing During Meetings

• Encourage (and model) standing during meetings if appropriate for the setting and goals.

• You don’t have to stand for the entire meeting as even a short break of a few minutes from sitting can increase energy levels.

Consider a Walking Meeting

• Walking meetings work best when you have a small group, a quiet place to walk, confidential conversations are not needed, everyone is comfortable, participants can opt out of walking portion, and when the goal is to check in as opposed to a detail-oriented agenda.
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Healthy Department: Food at Meetings

Choose Energizing Foods

*If you are serving food for the meeting, what you serve can make an impact on the energy and focus of attendees. Here are a few questions you can ask yourself to help you select foods that best support your goal of creating an energized meeting:*

**Do I really need to serve food at this meeting?**
- Not all meetings need to have food. If your meeting is outside of a typical meal time and is 1 hour or less, consider not providing refreshments or limiting the options to water and easy to transport seasonal fruit (bananas, apples, etc.) and/or encouraging participants to bring healthy refreshments with them.

**Have I made fruits and vegetables a main component of my order?**
- Seasonal fruits and vegetables that are prominently displayed are excellent options and can be included in just about any meeting in which you serve food. They will better support the energy levels of your meeting attendees.

**Have I requested the smallest portions available for my chosen items?**
- If we eat large amounts of any foods (especially those high in sugar), our body’s natural response is to shift into a “slower” state causing energy and focus to drop. For the most effective options choose:
  - Seasonal fruits and vegetables
  - Lean proteins (meats, nut butters, hummus, etc.)
  - Whole grains (if having breads)
  - Water (skipping juice and soft drinks).
- If you choose to have baked goods, request the smallest portions or ask that items are cut into small servings. This will make it easier for attendees to make choices that support their energy needs.

**If I am providing a meal, have I asked about any food preferences or dietary needs ahead of time?**
- Ask in advance so you can avoid situations where people are excluded from the options you’ve chosen due to any limiting factors.
- As a general guideline, you should consider ordering vegetarian options at a minimum.
Help! I feel my energy dropping!

It’s 3:00 in the afternoon and you feel your energy and focus begin to drop. Here are a few strategies you can try when you find yourself in this situation:

MOVE IT

• Taking a brisk walk for a few minutes can make a big difference. Challenge yourself with some stairs or a quick walk around the building—anything to get some blood flowing.
  
• If you can’t step away from your desk, incorporate some basic movements while seated:
  - Shoulder rolls
  - Subtle arm or wrist stretch
  - Heel raises

• If you’re in a lengthy meeting, try standing up for a few minutes to stretch your legs, if appropriate for the setting.

FUEL UP

• What you eat can make a big impact on your energy. In general, try to focus meals or snacks around fruits, vegetables, lean proteins, whole grains, and water for the best results. Foods high in sugar (muffins, pastries, juice, soda) may give you a short-term energy burst, but it will be followed by a rapid energy crash and loss of focus.

• It can be helpful to think of the food you eat as “fuel” for your work to help you make choices that are in line with your work goals.

STAY FOCUSED

• Unless required by your job, resist the urge to multi-task in a meeting by using devices, checking email, or letting your mind wander—you should truly try to stay engaged.

• Inevitably, thoughts about waiting tasks or other random thoughts will pop into your head so it can be helpful to have a small notebook ready to jot these down until you have time to address them more directly.
Movement: Stretches

For a few quick ideas for movement breaks throughout your day and during meetings, consider the following stretches and exercises that can be done almost anywhere:

- Reach over head
- Reach in front with hands clasped
- Shoulder Rolls
- Heel Raises
- Shallow squats (if in appropriate shoes and clothing)